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Story

The Reading Pirates series offers many short stories on children's favourite topics. The texts are clearly

divided into story sections, guaranteeing fast and effortless understanding of the content, so that even less

practised readers will quickly master them. Numerous illustrations provide sufficient breaks from reading

and bring to life the stories on numerous popular subjects.
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both born in 1963, design and write all of their books as a team. Gerit Sommer works as a nursery school

teacher, Jörg Sommer manages a PR agency. Gerit and Joerg have known each other from joint

pedagogical work since their youth, are married and live together with their four children on a former farm.
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More titles in this series

Unicorn Stories Reading Pirates Horse Stories Reading Pirate - Dolphin

stories

Reading Pirate - Treasure Hunt

Stories

Reading Pirate - Horse stories Reading Pirates: Three Friends

Save the Horse Ranch
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Jojo - Little Dog in Big Danger Jojo - Little Dog on the Go Stories about Friendship
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